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1. Introduction. We announce several results on the structure of 
the group of diffeomorphisms :D of a compact n-manifold M, possibly 
with boundary. The group :D has the structure of a differentiable 
manifold modelled on a Fn:ichet space and with this structure, the 
group operations are smooth. See Leslie [5] and Omori [8], for the 
proof in case M has no boundary. Following Omori, we call :D an 
ILH Lie group. 
We shall show that several infinite dimensional subgroups of :D 
are actually (ILH) submanifolds and hence also have the structure 
of ILH Lie groups. Also, we construct certain (weak) Riemannian 
structures on :D (and on certain subgroups) and find the geodesic 
flows associated to them. 
More specifically, if p. is a smooth volume on M and :D,. consists of 
all diffeomorphisms leaving p. invariant then :0,. is a closed submani-
fold of :D. This group :0,. hence has an ILH Lie group structure. This 
group is of fundamental importance in the study of hydrodynamics 
of perfect fluids in M, as it is the appropriate configuration space. 
Arnold [1] has shown that the solution of the classical Euler equa-
tions for the fluid corresponds to geodesics on :0,. relative to a given 
invariant metric on :D,. induced by a Riemannian structure on 
M. (See Marsden and Abraham [6] for a precise proof of Arnold's 
theorem.) We prove the existence of such a smooth geodesic flow and 
hence that the Euler equations have unique smooth solutions, exist-
ing for short time, and varying smoothly with respect to the initial 
conditions. We expect that the flow is complete and thus the solu-
tions can be uniquely extended for all time. Weaker versions of the 
above result were proven by Kato [4] and others for two and three 
dimensional regions in Euclidean space, although Kato [4] shows 
that in the two dimensional case, solutions do exist for all time. 
We are indebted to many people for their remarks and suggestions; 
especially J. Dowling, T. Kato, I. Kupka, R. Palais and C. Robinson. 
2. Technicalities. In order to prove our results we must enlarge the 
group :0 slightly so that it becomes a Hilbert manifold. We define :0' 
(called the set of H' diffeomorphisms) to be the set of all maps '1/: 
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M-?M such that." and .,,-1 each have square integrable distribution 
derivatives up to order s. (Elements of ~. are C" if k<s-n/2). For 
s>n/2+1, ~. is a Hilbert manifold based on the Hilbert space H'(T) 
of H' vector fields of M, (see Corollary 1 below if M has boundary); 
see Ebin [3] for details. Then ~, is a topological group; right multi-
plication is a smooth map, but left multiplication and inversion are 
only continuous. (The same is true for the group of Ck diffeomorph-
isms.) The group ~, is similar to a Lie group in that: 
PROPOSITION. Let s>n/2+2. Given a tangent vector X at the identity 
of~' there exists a unique Cl 1-parameter subgroup 'Yx(t) of~· tangent 
to X at the identity. The resulting exponential map, (exp(X) ='Yx(1)) 
is continuous but not Cl. 
OUTLINE OF PROOF. Showing the existence of "Ix is the same as prov-
ing that the integral flow of an H· vector field consists of H' dif-
feomorphisms. This can be done by modifying the method used in 
Robbin [6] for the case of C" vector fields, and by analysing the 
linear nonhomogeneous equation which is satisfied by the second 
derivative of the flow. For the latter we are indebted to I. Kupka. 
The map "exp" cannot be Cl because it does not cover a neighborhood 
of the identity. 
3. Results. We shall assume s>n/2+1. 
THEOREM 1. Let M be a compact without boundary and let w be 
either a volume element or a symplectic two-form on M. Then ~~, the 
set of all H' diff eomorphisms leaving w fixed, is a smooth closed submani-
fold of ~'. Also ~'" is a Frichet submanifold of ~, and ~'" has the 
structure of an ILH Lie group. 
OUTLINE OF PROOF. We consider the space of H8-1 k-forms, H·-l(Ak). 
Then d(H·(Ak-l)) is a closed subspace of H8-I(Ak) , (using Hodge 
theory for example) and it is tangent to the affine space [W]8-1=W 
+d(H·(Ak-I)), where k equals n or 2 (depending on whether w is a 
volume element or symplectic form). Letljl: ~·-?H·-I(Ak) ;ljI(.,,) =.,,*(w), 
the usual pull back. By the methods of Ebin [3], we find that ljI is 
smooth, and that T.(ljI): H'(T)-?H8-1(Ak) the tangent map of ljI at 
the identity e, is: Xt-+d(i(X)w). This map is onto d(H'(Ak-I)) , so 
near e, ljI is a submersion of ~, onto [W]·-I. Using right multiplica-
tion in ~. we find that ljI is a submersion everywhere on an open set 
containing ~~ so ifrl(e) = ~~ is a submanifold. 
THEOREM 2. Let M be as above and N a closed submanifold. Let 
~N=- {"'E~·I,.,(N)CN} and ~N.p= {"'E~'IVxEN, ,.,(x)=x}. Then 
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S)~ and S)~." are closed submanifolds of S)', and the same is true when 
Us" is removed from each set. These groups are also ILH Lie groups. 
The tangent spaces at e, HN, Hff." are specified below. 
OUTLINE OF PROOF. Using a tubular neighborhood, find a Rieman-
nian structure on M such that N is a totally geodesic submanifold. If 
exp: T(M)-+M is the corresponding exponential map, o,.p: H'(T) 
-+S)' defined by XI-+exp 0 X is a natural chart for :0', defined in a 
neighborhood of zero in H·(T). Let 
B~(T) = {X E B'(T) I X i N: N-+T(N)} 
and HN.,,(T) = {X EH'(T) I X t N = O-section}, t denoting restric-
tion. Since N is totally geodesic, OexP t HN(T) and OexP i HN.,,(T) 
define submanifold charts about the identity of S)~ and S)~." re-
spectively. Using right translation we get charts everywhere, and 
the theorem follows. 
COROLLARY 1. Let (M, aM) be a compact manifold with boundary, 
and S)' its group of H' diffeomorphisms. Let S)~ be the subgroup leaving 
the boundary pointwise fixed. Then S)' is a Hilbert manifold and topo-
logical group as in the nonboundary case (so for example, right multi-
plication is smooth), and S)~ is a closed submanifold. The corresponding 
result holds with "s" removed. 
OUTLINE OF PROOF. Consider M, the double of (M, aM), and the 
group S)~M(M) of H' diffeomorphisms of M leaving aM invariant. 
By restricting this group to its action on M, we get the corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Let M have boundary and let 6J be a volume element. 
Then :o~ and S)~.", the subgroups of S). and S); leaving 6J fixed, are 
closed submanifolds of S)'. If 6J is an exact symplectic 2-f01'm, S)~.", is 
again a submanifold. 
METHOD OF PROOF. We use the method of Theorem 1, considering 
the de Rham cohomology and Hodge theory for manifolds with 
boundary and following the work of Duff and Spencer [2]. 
REMARK. Using the proof of Theorem 1, the methods in Moser [7], 
and the above corollary one can prove a theorem of Omori [8] that 
S)", is a deformation retract of :0. Our proof is simpler than Omori's 
in that it does not use the heat equation. It extends the theorem 
to the boundary case, and also shows that the deformation is smooth. 
In the sequel, M will be a compact Riemannian manifold without 
boundary with Riemannian metric (, ). Let V, exp, and IJ. be the 
correspondinlt connection, exponential map, and volume element 
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respectively. We define a weak Riemannian structure ( , ) on !D' as 
follows: Let X and Y be tangent vectors and l1E:D'. They are H' 
maps from Minto T(M) which cover TJ; i.e. the following diagram 
commutes: 
:~r) 
Define (X, Y) = j M(X, Y)~ which can be written j M(Xp, Yp)'(P)~(p), 
as p ranges over M. 
THEOREM 3. (,) is invariant under right multiplication by :D~. It 
induces a smooth connection V and exponential map E on :D' which are 
also right invariant under :D~. E(X) = exp 0 X, and the natural charts 
discussed in the proof of Theorem 2 provide normal neighborhoods about 
each point. 
OUTLINE OF PROOF. LetR,: :D'-+:D'be right multiplication and TR, 
its tangent map. Then TR,(X) =X 0 TJ, so if TJE:D~, (TR,·X, TR,· y) 
=jM(XOTJ, YOl1)~=jM(X, Y)l1*~)=(X, V). For the rest of the 
theorem we need only show that the natural charts are smooth 
normal charts at each point. That is, given X, Y, Z tangent vectors 
at l1E:D' we extend them locally to vector fields g = T(Oexp)(X), 
t= T(O.p)(Y), 2= T(Oexp)(Z) , about TJ where Oexp: T(:D')-+:D' is de-
fined by X ....... exp 0 X and T(Oexp) is its tangent map. Then we show 
gel", 2),=0. But 
d get,2), = - [D exptX (Y), D exptX (Z)]t=-o 
dt 
= f ~ (D exp~x Y, D explx Z), 0 exp(IX) III 1=0 = 0 
M dt 
because exp gives a normal coordinate chart at each point of M. 
THEOREM 4. :D~ has a right invariant weak Riemannian structure as 
a submanifold of :D'. This structure gives it a smooth connection and 
exponential map. 
OUTLINE OF PROOF. The structure is right invariant because ( , ) 
is right invariant under :D~. Let P: T(!D') t !D~-+T(!D~) be the orthog-
onal projection defined by ( , ). Then the connection of !D~ is p·V. 
To show it is smooth we must show P is smooth. The theorem then 
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will follow easily. On the tangent space at e, P(X) =X -dll.-1fJX 
where fJ is the divergence with respect to p., and ll. is the de Rham-
Laplace operator. Hodge theory tells us that the image of P is 
closed. Also on the tangent space at '17, P~=TR1 0 p. 0 TR~-l. That 
this is smooth in '17 follows from an argument like that of Ebin [3, 
Theorem 7.1]. 
COROLLARY. The exponential map E of D~ restricts to an exponential 
mapfor D,.. 
OUTLINE OF PROOF. Using an argument like [3, Theorem 7.S], we 
find that if 'l7ED~+l, then E('I7)ED~+l. 
REMARK. Theorem 4 and its corollary remain true when M has 
boundary. However the proof is more complicated again requiring 
Hodge theory for manifolds with boundary, as in Corollary 2 of 
Theorem 2. 
4. Euler equations. The Euler equations on a compact Riemannian 
manifold possibility with boundary are the nonlinear equations of 
evolution given by 
dvjdt + L~v = dg; [Lw = Lie derivative]; -E < t < E, 
div v = 0; vI/boundary (M) = aM, 
vlt=o = Vo; [divvo = o,vol/a(M)], 
where v is the one form obtained from the vectorfield fI (via the 
Riemannian metric), and g is a function to be found (g is related to 
the pressure by p =g+(fI, fI)j2). The flow O'vo(t) of the time dependent 
vector field fI is the actual fluid motion and is the geodesic starting 
at e in the above corollary. Theorem 9 of [6] together with the above 
corollary, shows that these equations are soluble for short time t; 
if flo is C~, so is fl. Note that for the geodesics O'vo(t), if flo is HB, then 
O' •• (t) is an HB diffeomorphism and fI is HB; note that left multiplica-
tion "loses derivatives," (whereas right multiplication does not). 
In the C~ topology the solution fI varies differentiably (C~) with the 
initial (or Cauchy) data flo. There is no similar theorem for fI=O 
on aM. The geodesics minimize the energy although this situation is 
not covered by the calculus of variations as developed by Palais 
and Smale (see [10]). Also, although the exponential maps of the Lie 
groups D, D .. do not cover a neighborhood of the identity, the ex-
ponential maps associated with the metrics in Corollary 2 do. 
Details of this, the rest of the above work, and some results on 
completeness will appear in a forthcoming paper. 
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NOTE ADDED IN PROOF. The above results can also be used to study 
the Navier-Stokes equations in case aM =q,. Using the Trotter 
product formula, one obtains existence, uniqueness and (strong) H' 
convergence of solutions as the viscosity JI~O. (Existence is for a time 
independent of JI.) Details are given in the above mentioned paper. 
The Euler equations are more commonly written 
dv/dt + Vvv = dp [V = covariant derivative] 
and the Navier-Stokes equations become 
dv/dt - v.6.v + V"v = dp [V = Laplacian]. 
One can also allow a force term f on the right-hand sides. 
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